Date: August 10, 2017

To: Certification Bodies
   Accreditation Bodies
   OASIS Sector Representatives

Subject: OASIS Change related to allow the:
   a) Default Setup of the Data Input Type in the CB Manage User Application privileges linked to the CB Manage Application Privileges Data Input Type
   b) 9104-001 Audit Calc tool replacement

Certification Bodies

a) Some CBs incorrectly setup a new user without checking the CB Manage User Application Privileges Data Input Type causing the audit reports managed by that user to disappear from the CB area because the audit is incorrectly sent to Indirect Approval where there is no one established to approve or reject the report.

   The setting of the CB User Data Input Type has been changed to match by default the CB Manage Data Input Type to avoid mistakes when associating users with the CB.

a) Starting from August 1st, 2017 the old Audit Calc tool (outside of OASIS) will no longer be available and only the Audit Duration Calculation (ADC) application in OASIS is available for use. Instruction for the use of the ADC can be found in the Online Help at the following link:

   https://oasishelp.iaqg.org/app/manage/organization/audit-duration-calculator/

In case of questions, please contact the IAQG support function at: IAQGsupport@sae.org or your OASIS Sector Representative:

   Americas – Becky Lemon          rebecca.lemon@sae.org
   Asia/Pacific – Takayoshi Maehata takayoshi.maehata@sjac.or.jp
   Europe – Ian Folland             icf@isesols.com

Sincerely,

The IAQG Database Team